
In March 1999 the British GovernmentIn March 1999 the British Government

publishedpublished The Future Organisation ofThe Future Organisation of

Prison Health CarePrison Health Care, setting out the arrange-, setting out the arrange-

ments for a formal partnership between thements for a formal partnership between the

Prison Service and the National HealthPrison Service and the National Health

Service (HM Prison Service & NHS Execu-Service (HM Prison Service & NHS Execu-

tive, 1999). On 1 April 2003, the NHStive, 1999). On 1 April 2003, the NHS

formally took over the provision of healthformally took over the provision of health

care within the 138 prisons in Englandcare within the 138 prisons in England

and Wales. For many years there have beenand Wales. For many years there have been

vocal criticisms of the standard of care invocal criticisms of the standard of care in

prisons (Smith, 1984). Are things about toprisons (Smith, 1984). Are things about to

change?change?

EQUIVALENCEOF CAREEQUIVALENCEOF CARE

The Government’s policy for prison healthThe Government’s policy for prison health

is enshrined in the principle of ‘equivalenceis enshrined in the principle of ‘equivalence

of care’ (Home Office, 1990, 1991; HMof care’ (Home Office, 1990, 1991; HM

Prison Service & NHS Executive, 1999).Prison Service & NHS Executive, 1999).

Prisoners should receive the same level ofPrisoners should receive the same level of

health care as they would were they not inhealth care as they would were they not in

prison – equivalent in terms of policy,prison – equivalent in terms of policy,

standards and delivery (Health Advisorystandards and delivery (Health Advisory

Committee for the Prison Service, 1997).Committee for the Prison Service, 1997).

The prison population is conceptualised asThe prison population is conceptualised as

a community and the health care provideda community and the health care provided

within prison should be equivalent towithin prison should be equivalent to

primary care in the NHS, including specia-primary care in the NHS, including specia-

list out-patient services. Any prisonerlist out-patient services. Any prisoner

requiring more than primary care is to berequiring more than primary care is to be

transferred from prison to hospital totransferred from prison to hospital to

receive it.receive it.

Prisons contain large numbers ofPrisons contain large numbers of

prisoners with serious mental illnessesprisoners with serious mental illnesses

(Singleton(Singleton et alet al, 1998). The developing, 1998). The developing

prison psychiatric in-reach teams provideprison psychiatric in-reach teams provide

a clinical service to two main areas withina clinical service to two main areas within

the prison: the residential population onthe prison: the residential population on

ordinary location, including in segregation;ordinary location, including in segregation;

and the population contained in prisonand the population contained in prison

health care wings. The first area is not prob-health care wings. The first area is not prob-

lematic conceptually for the community/lematic conceptually for the community/

primary care model and advances haveprimary care model and advances have

been made in the successful supervisionbeen made in the successful supervision

of prisoners with mental disorders onof prisoners with mental disorders on

ordinary location – for example, withordinary location – for example, with

regular input from psychiatric nursing,regular input from psychiatric nursing,

monitoring compliance with medicationmonitoring compliance with medication

and beginning to implement the careand beginning to implement the care

programme approach.programme approach.

The National Service Framework forThe National Service Framework for

Mental Health (Department of Health,Mental Health (Department of Health,

1999) details principles and standards for1999) details principles and standards for

the provision of psychiatric care:the provision of psychiatric care:

‘Any service user who contacts their‘Any service user who contacts their
primary health care team with a commonprimary health care team with a common
mental health problem should have their mentalmental health problem should have their mental
health needs identified and assessed, and behealth needs identified and assessed, and be
offered effective treatments, including referraloffered effective treatments, including referral
to specialist services for further assessto specialist services for further assess--
ment, treatment and care if they require it’ment, treatment and care if they require it’
(Standard 2).(Standard 2).

This already happens in most prisons withThis already happens in most prisons with

a developed psychiatric in-reach teama developed psychiatric in-reach team

and, although not perfect, presents no con-and, although not perfect, presents no con-

ceptual difficulty for the communityceptual difficulty for the community

model. But what of the health care wingmodel. But what of the health care wing

population?population?

THE PRISONHOSPITALWINGTHE PRISONHOSPITALWING

Unlike prisoners with physical illnesses ofUnlike prisoners with physical illnesses of

comparable severity, those developing acomparable severity, those developing a

serious mental illness are usually moved toserious mental illness are usually moved to

the health care wing where they may waitthe health care wing where they may wait

months for transfer to hospital, after a pro-months for transfer to hospital, after a pro-

tracted period of referral to local services,tracted period of referral to local services,

assessment, decision-making, seeking aassessment, decision-making, seeking a

hospital bed at the appropriate level ofhospital bed at the appropriate level of

security and, finally, transfer (Reed &security and, finally, transfer (Reed &

Lyne, 2000).Lyne, 2000).

Standard 5 of the National ServiceStandard 5 of the National Service

Framework states:Framework states:

‘Each service user who is assessed as requiring a‘Each service user who is assessed as requiring a
periodofcare away fromtheirhome shouldhaveperiodofcare away fromtheirhome shouldhave
timely access to an appropriate hospital bed ortimely access to an appropriate hospital bed or
alternative bed or place, which is in the leastalternative bed or place, which is in the least
restrictive environmentconsistentwiththeneedrestrictive environmentconsistentwiththeneed
to protect them and the public and as close toto protect them and the public and as close to
home as possible’.home as possible’.

Is the prison hospital wing an ‘alternativeIs the prison hospital wing an ‘alternative

place’? Is a prison hospital wing the leastplace’? Is a prison hospital wing the least

restrictive environment for a mentally illrestrictive environment for a mentally ill

prisoner charged with shoplifting? Is a waitprisoner charged with shoplifting? Is a wait

of months for transfer to hospital ‘timely’ inof months for transfer to hospital ‘timely’ in

accordance with Standard 5 of the Nationalaccordance with Standard 5 of the National

Service Framework?Service Framework?

Prison health care wings are not hos-Prison health care wings are not hos-

pitals, being specifically excluded by thepitals, being specifically excluded by the

National Health Service Act 1977, andNational Health Service Act 1977, and

consequently prisoners located there can-consequently prisoners located there can-

not receive medication against theirnot receive medication against their

wishes under the Mental Health Act 1983,wishes under the Mental Health Act 1983,

unlike their counterparts in hospitals inunlike their counterparts in hospitals in

the NHS and independent sector. Treat-the NHS and independent sector. Treat-

ment can be given only under commonment can be given only under common

law, and this has tended to be interpretedlaw, and this has tended to be interpreted

in very narrow fashion so that medicationin very narrow fashion so that medication

is held in reserveis held in reserve until an emergency (seeuntil an emergency (see

for more detailed discussion Wilson &for more detailed discussion Wilson &

Forrester,Forrester, 2002). In addition, owing to2002). In addition, owing to

the lengthy delays in assessment and trans-the lengthy delays in assessment and trans-

fer to hospital, psychiatrists who havefer to hospital, psychiatrists who have

worked in prisons will be all too familiarworked in prisons will be all too familiar

with the uncomfortable position of con-with the uncomfortable position of con-

sidering not treating their prisoner patientssidering not treating their prisoner patients

in case they get well before they havein case they get well before they have

had the opportunity of hospital treatmenthad the opportunity of hospital treatment

(Earthrowl(Earthrowl et alet al, 2003). Does this make, 2003). Does this make

prison hospital wings suitable ‘alternativeprison hospital wings suitable ‘alternative

places’ for those in need of a period ofplaces’ for those in need of a period of

‘care away from home’? There is no equiva-‘care away from home’? There is no equiva-

lent of a prison hospital wing anywherelent of a prison hospital wing anywhere

else, and this presents conceptual problemselse, and this presents conceptual problems

for the community model of mental healthfor the community model of mental health

care in prisons, and for the principle ofcare in prisons, and for the principle of

equivalence.equivalence.

WHATARE PRISONHOSPITALWHATARE PRISONHOSPITAL
WINGS FOR?WINGS FOR?

In taking over prison health care the NHSIn taking over prison health care the NHS

needs to answer the question ‘What areneeds to answer the question ‘What are

the health care wings of prisons for?’the health care wings of prisons for?’

Currently they occupy a limbo betweenCurrently they occupy a limbo between

the community of the prison and the hos-the community of the prison and the hos-

pital beds of the NHS and independentpital beds of the NHS and independent

sector. Their continued existence meanssector. Their continued existence means

that their occupants remain almost invisi-that their occupants remain almost invisi-

ble – they would not be so difficult to seeble – they would not be so difficult to see

if all prisoners awaiting a hospital bed wereif all prisoners awaiting a hospital bed were

sent to queue up in their local casualtysent to queue up in their local casualty

department. The prison hospital wing isdepartment. The prison hospital wing is

tacitly accepted as an ‘alternative place’ –tacitly accepted as an ‘alternative place’ –

better to be unwell in a prison hospitalbetter to be unwell in a prison hospital

wing than in the community. Yet psy-wing than in the community. Yet psy-

chiatric professionals working in prisonschiatric professionals working in prisons

are unable to treat their patients in equiva-are unable to treat their patients in equiva-

lent fashion to their patients in hospitallent fashion to their patients in hospital

(Needham-Bennett & Cumming, 1995),(Needham-Bennett & Cumming, 1995),
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and the prison is not a safe place to wait forand the prison is not a safe place to wait for

a hospital bed (Reed, 2003).a hospital bed (Reed, 2003).

With the introduction of prison psychi-With the introduction of prison psychi-

atric in-reach teams, the detection ofatric in-reach teams, the detection of

mental illness within prison is muchmental illness within prison is much

improved and is likely not to be responsibleimproved and is likely not to be responsible

for delays in transfers to hospital (althoughfor delays in transfers to hospital (although

a key performance indicator of prison psy-a key performance indicator of prison psy-

chiatric services will be the transfer times).chiatric services will be the transfer times).

Either more secure psychiatric hospital bedsEither more secure psychiatric hospital beds

are needed in Britain or prison health careare needed in Britain or prison health care

wings need major changes. Will the take-wings need major changes. Will the take-

over by the NHS provide an increasedover by the NHS provide an increased

number of beds outside the prison? It isnumber of beds outside the prison? It is

difficult to see how. This is a longstandingdifficult to see how. This is a longstanding

problem – Broadmoor Hospital opened asproblem – Broadmoor Hospital opened as

an Asylum for the Criminally Insane inan Asylum for the Criminally Insane in

1863 to remove mentally ill prisoners to1863 to remove mentally ill prisoners to

hospital. Over 100 years later, epidemio-hospital. Over 100 years later, epidemio-

logical surveys continue to demonstratelogical surveys continue to demonstrate

the high prevalence of severe mental illnessthe high prevalence of severe mental illness

in prisons (Singletonin prisons (Singleton et alet al, 1998)., 1998).

PRISONHOSPITALWINGSPRISONHOSPITALWINGS
ASHOSPITALSASHOSPITALS

Bringing prison hospital wings, suitablyBringing prison hospital wings, suitably

staffed and equipped, under the aegis ofstaffed and equipped, under the aegis of

the Mental Health Act 1983 might providethe Mental Health Act 1983 might provide

the best route to equivalence of care forthe best route to equivalence of care for

prisoners. Such prisoner-patients thusprisoners. Such prisoner-patients thus

would be ‘doubly detained’ under thewould be ‘doubly detained’ under the

Mental Health Act and the criminal law.Mental Health Act and the criminal law.

This would be the same as patientsThis would be the same as patients

currently detained in hospital undercurrently detained in hospital under

Sections 35, 36, 38, 47 and 48 of theSections 35, 36, 38, 47 and 48 of the

Mental Health Act 1983 in England andMental Health Act 1983 in England and

Wales, and thus should not present addi-Wales, and thus should not present addi-

tional legal problems. This would eliminatetional legal problems. This would eliminate

the interminable and unacceptable waitingthe interminable and unacceptable waiting

for NHS hospital beds and would allowfor NHS hospital beds and would allow

compulsory treatment in prison wherecompulsory treatment in prison where

needed, in line with the treatment of mentalneeded, in line with the treatment of mental

disorders outside the prison. Psychiatristsdisorders outside the prison. Psychiatrists

traditionally have opposed this on thetraditionally have opposed this on the

grounds that mentally ill prisoners wouldgrounds that mentally ill prisoners would

get second-class treatment, although it isget second-class treatment, although it is

hard to think that what happens at presenthard to think that what happens at present

is first class. However, there are signs thatis first class. However, there are signs that

they are beginning to reconsider this diffi-they are beginning to reconsider this diffi-

cult issue, at least in terms of advocatingcult issue, at least in terms of advocating

more liberal interpretations of the commonmore liberal interpretations of the common

law relating to medical treatment in prisonslaw relating to medical treatment in prisons

(Wilson & Forrester, 2002; Earthrowl(Wilson & Forrester, 2002; Earthrowl et alet al,,

2003). Treatment under common law2003). Treatment under common law

would not bring with it the statutory pro-would not bring with it the statutory pro-

tections of the Mental Health Act, includ-tections of the Mental Health Act, includ-

ing regular inspections by the Mentaling regular inspections by the Mental

Health Act Commission. These are essentialHealth Act Commission. These are essential

for ensuring equivalence of clinical care.for ensuring equivalence of clinical care.

Making more use of the common lawMaking more use of the common law

would simply maintain thewould simply maintain the status quostatus quo byby

fudging the critical question of what prisonfudging the critical question of what prison

hospital wings are for, and certainly doeshospital wings are for, and certainly does

not amount to equivalent care.not amount to equivalent care.

It might be argued that such treatmentIt might be argued that such treatment

would not be equivalent to the treatmentwould not be equivalent to the treatment

of physical disorders in prisoners, with theof physical disorders in prisoners, with the

example of the failure of surgical unitsexample of the failure of surgical units

within prisons in mind (Home Office,within prisons in mind (Home Office,

1990). This would be to misinterpret the1990). This would be to misinterpret the

principle of equivalence, however. The careprinciple of equivalence, however. The care

of prisoners with mental illnesses should beof prisoners with mental illnesses should be

equivalent to the care of non-prisoners withequivalent to the care of non-prisoners with

mental illnesses, not to the care of prisonersmental illnesses, not to the care of prisoners

with physical disorders. However, what itwith physical disorders. However, what it

does illustrate is the need for more thandoes illustrate is the need for more than

simply a change in legislation to providesimply a change in legislation to provide

equivalent care – a properly multidis-equivalent care – a properly multidis-

ciplinary team of trained staff will beciplinary team of trained staff will be

needed with proper facilities, and a variedneeded with proper facilities, and a varied

and productive range of therapeutic activ-and productive range of therapeutic activ-

ities for patient-prisoners. This will not beities for patient-prisoners. This will not be

an easy task, but it is perhaps not so differ-an easy task, but it is perhaps not so differ-

ent from the similar struggles going on inent from the similar struggles going on in

many inner-city general psychiatry in-many inner-city general psychiatry in-

patient settings. What mentally ill prisonerspatient settings. What mentally ill prisoners

require are adequately equipped and staffedrequire are adequately equipped and staffed

hospital facilities, whether inside or outsidehospital facilities, whether inside or outside

the prison walls (Council of Europe, 2002),the prison walls (Council of Europe, 2002),

something that they do not yet have.something that they do not yet have.

There is a broader moral and ethicalThere is a broader moral and ethical

dilemma hidden here that I think is relateddilemma hidden here that I think is related

to the very different services provided byto the very different services provided by

general and forensic psychiatry. Prisonersgeneral and forensic psychiatry. Prisoners

transferred to general psychiatric wardstransferred to general psychiatric wards

normally will have their mental illnessesnormally will have their mental illnesses

treated rapidly (weeks to months) beforetreated rapidly (weeks to months) before

discharge to the community or back todischarge to the community or back to

prison. Those transferred to forensic wardsprison. Those transferred to forensic wards

are likely to remain in hospital for monthsare likely to remain in hospital for months

to years, having not just their mental ill-to years, having not just their mental ill-

nesses treated but also more offence- andnesses treated but also more offence- and

insight-related work. The stark differencesinsight-related work. The stark differences

in these models of service provision wouldin these models of service provision would

be highlighted further by any implementa-be highlighted further by any implementa-

tion of the changes proposed in this paper.tion of the changes proposed in this paper.

Perhaps the new prison hospital wingsPerhaps the new prison hospital wings

would function more like a general psychi-would function more like a general psychi-

atric intensive care ward than a mediumatric intensive care ward than a medium

secure unit or high secure hospital?secure unit or high secure hospital?

The principle of equivalence that guidesThe principle of equivalence that guides

the ethos of prison health care deliverythe ethos of prison health care delivery

relies on a model of the prison as a com-relies on a model of the prison as a com-

munity, with prisoners receiving primarymunity, with prisoners receiving primary

care and specialist out-patient servicescare and specialist out-patient services

within the prison. This model breaks downwithin the prison. This model breaks down

with prison hospital wings that have nowith prison hospital wings that have no

equivalent outside the prison. The currentequivalent outside the prison. The current

lack of treatment facilities and a clear legallack of treatment facilities and a clear legal

framework for the treatment of prisonersframework for the treatment of prisoners

with severe mental illnesses within prisonwith severe mental illnesses within prison

hospital wings, and the unacceptable delayshospital wings, and the unacceptable delays

in hospital transfers, make thein hospital transfers, make the status quostatus quo

unacceptable. Without more secure hospi-unacceptable. Without more secure hospi-

tal beds in the NHS or independent sector,tal beds in the NHS or independent sector,

prisoners with severe mental illnesses areprisoners with severe mental illnesses are

far from receiving equivalent care. Is itfar from receiving equivalent care. Is it

not time to reconsider what prison hospitalnot time to reconsider what prison hospital

wings are for? Is it not time to enable psy-wings are for? Is it not time to enable psy-

chiatrists who work in prisons to treat theirchiatrists who work in prisons to treat their

patients there equivalently to their patientspatients there equivalently to their patients

in hospital? The Department of Health’sin hospital? The Department of Health’s

taking over of prison health care providestaking over of prison health care provides

an excellent opportunity to re-examinean excellent opportunity to re-examine

critically the provision of mental healthcritically the provision of mental health

care in prisons.care in prisons.
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